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How the Leopard Got His
Claws
This picture book is
a modern pourquoi
story set in Nigeria.
As long as the animals
cooperated and were
kind, life in the forest
was good. But, when
the dog, flooded out
of his cave, attacks the
leopard and takes over
as king without the
rest of the animals objecting. Leopard visits
Thunder and a blacksmith. After he got his claws,
teeth, and roar, life would never be the same in the
jungle.
John Iroaganachi, Candlewick. ©2011, 978-07636-4805-3

Write Your Own Pourquoi Story
Here are some steps you can suggest to students:
Step1. Select what natural phenomena you will explain and write the title
“How Sunlight Came to the North.”
Step 2. Select the original setting, before the change. “Long long ago the
north was dark 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Humans used
torches and candles to find their way in the dark.” When, where,
describe.
Step 3. Think about how you will answer the question in the title. This is a
magical story, so magic is fine.
Step 4. Select a few animal characters, each of which should have a
personality and way of talking. Don’t give them names, they are
donkey, monkey, polar bear, etc.
Step 5. Write your story. Use dialogue to bring it to life, and maybe have
another problem or two along the way.
Step 6. End with “this is why ”

Personal Writing
A springboard from a picture book to personal
writing should provide at least three topics if
possible. Here are some ideas:
1. The animals of the jungle build a shelter. Write
about times when your family, or friends built
something. (A fort, a snowfort, put up a tent, etc.)
2. Stories of encounters with dangerous animals - a
coyote, bear, angry dog, raccoon, etc.
3. Laziness vs. hard work. Write memories of when
you or someone else either was lazy or worked hard.

The Original Story
Apparently the original story is an Igbo legend (one
of the original tribes of Nigeria) called “How the Dog
Became a Domestic Animal.” In addition, apparently
the story’s characters were metaphors for the
Nigerian Civil War of 1967 - 1970 which eventually
“tore down its own house.”

The Modern Pourquoi Tale
Most pourquoi stories are of how animals got their features, or how natural
phenomena like the Milky Way or the Grand Canyon came to be. One modern
option is to select a common feature of everyday life and create a fanciful
pourquoi story to explain it:
• Why ae police cars black and white?
• Why are buses yellow?
• Why is a stop sign shaped like an octagon in red and white?
• Why are cheerios shaped like doughnuts?
• Why does North America drive on the right side of the street?
At the end of their creative story they could include a 2-3 sentence explanation
of the real reason.
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Pourquoi Stories
Pourquoi is French for “why.” These are fanciful stories or how things came to be
the way they are. Find some sample pourquoi stories so that the class can see how
they are structured.
The characteristcs of a pourquoi story are:
• explain a phenomenon of nature
• short
• talking animals
• the animal, or object changes
• it is magical
• it arises out of the oral tradition of a particular culture
Some worth questions when reading pourquoi stories are:
• What is the moral? morals? of this book? other pourquoi stories?
• What does a pourquoi story tell you about the values of the culture it comes
from?
• What “stereotypes” have been attached to the animals as typical.
• What do you think are several reasons humans create stories about “where
things come from?”
Some examples stories are:
• How the Animals Got Their Colours (Michael Rosen, Multicultural)
• Why Mosquitoes Buzz in People’s Ears (Verna Aardema, Africa)
• The Story of the Milky Way (Joseph Bruchac, Cherokee)
• The Story of Lightning and Thunder (Nigerian)
• Why Little Possom’s Tail is Bare (Cheyenne Cisco, N. American)
• Rudyard Kipling Just So Stories

Igbo Pourquoi
Stories
Google “Igbo stories” and you
will encounter many other “how
things came to be” stories told by
the Igbo of Nigeria. “How the
Tortoise Got an Irregular Shell” is a
particularly popular one.

cont.
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THE ABC’s of NIGERIA
I like the concept of having students create an ABC book each year. Here is an ABC of Nigerian words. If each student were to research
one, and write about 50 - 100 words, they could then illustrate with an image from the Internet. The result?...a really great 26 page class
book. Bind it, get the teacher-librarian to catalogue it, and put it in the school library for them to be proud of for years to come.
Each student writes a list of 10 - 20 Fascinating Facts about their topic and then closes down the computer. They then write a draft. If you
have them turn in their facts page with their finished page for the book, the impulse to plagiarize is curtailed.

A aardvark
B baboon
C cape hare
D dormouse
E economy, elephant
F fruit bat
G goat, gorilla, grasscutter
H history, hedgehog, hyrax
I Igbo tribe
J jackal
K kob

N Nri kingdom
O Oryx
P Pangolin, pygmy hippo, pouched rat
Q the quiet bushbaby
R “resource curse”
S savannah
T toad
U ungulates
V vegetarian
W War (Nigerian Civil War 1967-70),
kingdom of Warri

L Lagos (largest city), african leopard

X x-tremists (Boku haram)

M monkey, map, maize

Y Yoruba tribe, yams
Z zebra, Zuma rock
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Picture books Set in Nigeria
Here are some picture books set in Nigeria:
• Why the Sun and Move Live in the Sky (Ellphinstone Dayrell, Africa)
• The Magic Tree (Obinkaram Echewa, Nigeria)
• Why the Sky Is Far Away (Mary Joan Gerson, Nigeria)
• Catch That Goat, A Market Day in Nigeria (Polly Alakija)
• In the Rainfield, Who is the Greatest? (Isaac Olaleye, Nigeria)
• Lake of the Big Snakes (Isaac Olaleye, Nigeria)
• Bitter Bananas (Isaac Olaleye, Nigeria)
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